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1. Topic 1 - Maintaining Regional Influence through       

Maritime Avenues 
1.1. Topic Overview 
In this Cabinet, the PRC’s top government officials are gathered to advance PRC priorities,              

increasing regional influence throughout the region through our maritime strategy. The PRC is             

done being a sleeping giant and a combination of economic might, navy and military buildup,               

and a robust diplomatic presence all do their part to increase our prospects abroad. A               

successful establishment of a "String of Pearls" and an "Arctic Silk Road" will allow for Chinese                

regional influence to expand beyond East Asia, and into the Indian Ocean, Arctic Ocean, and               

even as far as Central Europe. Still, there are numerous clouds over the horizon, for even as the                  

Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has given the PRC more influence than before, it also puts it in a                   

more precarious economic position should the economy stagnate. If projects do not improve             

their returns, then it is likely the government will suffer massively. 

 

As members of the PRC’s cabinet, it is of the utmost importance that the government not only                 

expand their influence over neighbors but also manage increasing economic and diplomatic            

overextension. With the United States pursuing isolationist policies, China is in a unique position              

that must not be wasted. Long-coveted avenues for trade with the EU are now in arms reach.                 

Furthermore, China can reach for the Arctic Oceans and even create new trade routes that               

bypass previous straits. The only question is, will this Cabinet successfully navigate economic             

and political obstacles to continue the rise of China in all relevant spheres? 

 

1.2. Historical Background 
1.2.1. Opium Wars, Mercantilism, and Unequal Treaties 

It is important to underline the philosophy behind the Opium Wars and western expansionism in               

China’s history. Mercantilism is the belief that positive trade balances and that capital must stay               

in the ‘mother country' and turn into products for overseas markets that the mother country               

controls. This led to the advent of the First and Second Opium Wars. The opium trade in the                  
1

1830s led to two Opium Wars, first by the UK, and later by the French, that would be resolved in                    

the Unequal Treaties, starting the Century of Humiliation for China. These treaties would ask for               

1 https://www.britannica.com/topic/mercantilism 
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concessions such as extradition, the opening of trade ports, and even ownership over the              

islands of Hong Kong and Macau.  
2

 

1.2.2. The Century of Humiliation and Revolution 

The Chinese Civil War lasted from 1929-1949, placing the country in chaos during the advent of                

World War II, wherein the Japanese invaded most of Nationalist controlled China while             

committing numerous atrocities such as the Rape of Nanking, and the experiments from the              

infamous Unit 731. The central idea of a once-great-but-now-humiliated China is the main             

driving force behind Xi Jinping’s current China Dream philosophy. More specifically, this goes             
3

into the idea of Western countries deriving power from conquest and hegemony, while China              

would be a global power based on cooperation and post-imperialistic tendencies. It is important              

to recognize that the PRC holds one principle that it will not negotiate on in this peaceful                 

coexistence: the return of Taiwan and the Republic of China to the mainland.  
4

 

1.2.3. Communist China: 1949-1957 

Mao initially pursued a moderate policy that made diplomatic overtures to the US. These were               

not accepted, but by showing an attempt, it was a sign to Stalin's USSR that the PRC was not                   

interested in starting a war with Washington, a point that would be repudiated to the dismay of                 

future Soviet Premiers. During this time, aid was given by the USSR, but concessions like Port                
5

Arthur were still demanded, and the PRC had to recognize the USSR’s vast influence in               

Mongolia or Tannu Tuva - a bitter blow to the CPC. Still, they had to accept the aid, as the                    

nation was recovering from a World War and a massive Civil War.   
6

 

The Korean War was not coordinated with the Soviets. China initially did not want UN forces or                 

Chinese forces to cross the Yalu River, and it was only when Stalin repeatedly requested that                
7

the Chinese enter the war that they did so. The Korean War would begin the Chinese purges                 

against what they considered ‘counter-revolutionaries,’ party bureaucracy, and the middle-class,          

2https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/03/world/asia/opium-war-book-china-britain.html?action=click&module=Rel
atedCoverage&pgtype=Article&region=Footer 
3 https://www.theatlantic.com/china/archive/2013/10/how-humiliation-drove-modern-chinese-history/280878/ 
4 https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/3.10.11Kaufman.pdf 
5 http://acienciala.faculty.ku.edu/communistnationssince1917/ch10.html 
6 ibid 
7 ibid 
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foreshadowing future tragedies year later. Still, things were going relatively smoothly           
8

economically due to the moderate success of the first Five Year Plan from 1953-1958. It's               

important to remember that China in 1953 was less developed than the USSR in 1929.               

Therefore, the first FYP revolved around industry and gradual collectivization.  
9

 

1.2.4. The Sino-Soviet Split 

After Stalin’s death, Mao stepped up as the new senior communist world leader. Kruschev and               
10

Mao would have a power struggle over leadership of the second world: Khrushchev wanted a               

detente while Mao argued for international mobilization to retake Taiwan. This was            

characterized by the Sino-Indian Treaty of 1954 and the Bandung Conference of Third World              

Countries in 1955. When Albania faced Yugoslav dominion, the PRC adopted it as their very               

own European satellite state for many years to come. In the Moscow Conference of Communist               

Parties of 1957, Khrushchev argued that they did not want a nuclear war, while Mao stated that                 

he believed they would win an atomic war, due to the large population of China.   
11

 

This conflict of thought would flare up time and time again. In 1958, the Taiwan Straits Crisis                 

over the islands of Quemoy and Matsu had Mao posturing aggressively for a Taiwanese              

invasion. At a banquet in Beijing in 1959, Khrushchev criticized Mao on a recent border struggle                

with India, the Taiwan Strait crisis, and took the position that both the Republic of China and the                  

PRC should have UN seats (a move which appeased nobody). In response, in December              
12

1959, Mao released an outline of a speech detailing every single disagreement or perceived              

wrongdoing PRC and USSR had up to that point. One of the more significant slights to China                 
13

at this time was the reluctance of the USSR to assist the Chinese in creating nuclear programs,                 

as seen in reports from advisors and Khrushchev's fear that Mao's China would cause nuclear               
14

war. In July of 1960, the USSR pulled all advisors assisting with nuclear weapons research back                

to its homeland. The final point that cemented the Sino-Soviet split and the beginning of China                
15

8 ibid 
9 ibid 
10 http://www.nationalcoldwarexhibition.org/schools-colleges/national-curriculum/detente/sino-soviet-split.aspx 
11 http://acienciala.faculty.ku.edu/communistnationssince1917/ch10.html 
12 ibid 
13 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/collection/73/sino-soviet-split-1960-1984 
14 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/114348 
15 http://acienciala.faculty.ku.edu/communistnationssince1917/ch10.html 
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search for regional power was in the 1962 Sino-Indian War. The Soviet Union sent MiG fighters                

to India, betraying any semblance of trust left between the two communist giants.  
16

 

In 1969, following disputes over the area of Xinjiang, two infantry battalions ambushed USSR              

forces on the island of Zhenbao. While this attack proved successful, a similar one in Xinjiang                

did not, and both sides seemed ready to launch a full-scale war. Cooler heads prevailed in                

1969, the excesses of the Cultural Revolution were slowing down, and the two sides agreed to                

stop the conflict. In the early 1990s, China would receive many of the islands it had fought for                  
17

with the 1991 Sino-Soviet Border Agreement.  
18

 

1.2.5. Sino-Myanmar Relations 

Sino-Myanmar relations had been steadily increasing since the 1961 Border Incident. While the             

USSR collapsed, China gave continuous aid, forcing even Japan to resume giving aid in spite of                

US objections due to the increasing regional influence of the PRC.   
19

 

1.2.6. Sino-Indian War of 1962 

Arguments over the nature of colonial borders in Aksai Chin and the North-Eastern Frontier              

Area led to failed negotiations. Nehru, then president of India, did not respond to three warning                

letters and did not prepare his military for war, which led to the Chinese seizure of most of the                   

land they claimed. This isolated the PRC from the Non-Aligned Movement and led to the               

modernization of India’s military which would prove useful in the border conflict in Chola, where               

India would score a decisive victory. This also marked the true beginning of the Sino-Soviet               
20

split, as the USSR would send their elite fighter jets to India.  
21

 

The international community also remembers this as the beginning of a Sino-Indian cold war of               

sorts, where India supported separatist actions like that of the Dalai Lama, while China sent               

protest letters and file motions against the Indian government when they went to war with               

16 ibid 
17 https://www.cna.org/CNA_files/PDF/D0022974.A2.pdf 
18 https://web.archive.org/web/20070311201905/http://cio.ceu.hu/courses/CIO/modules/Module06Lomanov/Lomanov_06.html 
19 http://www.international-relations.com/CM7-2WB/Sino-Myanmar.htm 
20 https://www.thoughtco.com/the-sino-indian-war-1962-195804 
21 http://acienciala.faculty.ku.edu/communistnationssince1917/ch10.html 
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Pakistan over the newly independent Bangladesh. This culminated in a nuclear arms race that              

occurred from the late 1960s to the 1970s.   
22

 

1.2.7. First and Second Indochina Wars  

The Geneva Agreements of 1954 partitioned Vietnam and ordered that Vietnam split into North              

Vietnam and South Vietnam, one operated by the Viet Minh in the north, and South Vietnam                

operated by the French puppet State of Vietnam. Additionally, the nations of Cambodia and              

Laos were formed. In this partition, the idea was that both parties agreed to a referendum                

election for a democratically elected, unified Vietnam. However, it is important to note that the               

State of Vietnam and the USA did not sign these agreements. This comes down to population:                
23

the north of Vietnam was more populous, and Ho Chi Minh, the leader of the Viet Minh, was                  

convinced he would win an election. In fear of a domino effect in Southeast Asia, the US                 

opposed this election, and the country spiraled into war soon enough.  
24

 

The Second Indochina War, or the Vietnam War, began in 1955, only a year after the previous                 

peace agreement, and lasted for a grueling twenty years. The PRC gave up to USD 106 million                 

to assure that the ambitious operation would materialize into what is now known as the Viet                

Cong. The United States moved completely out of Vietnam in 1973, leading the path for the                
25

North Vietnamese takeover of Saigon in 1975.  
26

 

1.2.8. Deng Xiaoping’s Rise to Power, China After Mao 

In the immediate aftermath of the Cultural Revolution, Deng Xiaoping was not actually in power,               

but rather Hua Guofeng, a compromise candidate chosen after Deng Xiaoping was purged in              

the last stages of the Cultural Revolution. The CCP would abolish the position of Chairman in                

fear that any one person would have too much power. The CPC’s main congress was also                

evenly split between those who gained from the revolution and those who were victimized by it,                

creating an extremely tense environment. Over time, both sides would equalize, but in the short               

22 https://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/sinoindia-border-war-2332-0761.1000144.php?aid=40868#21 
23 https://peacemaker.un.org/sites/peacemaker.un.org/files/KH-LA-VN_540720_GenevaAgreements.pdf 
24 Logevall, Fredrik (2012). Embers of War: The Fall of an Empire and the Making of America's Vietnam. random House 
25 https://thevietnamwar.info/china-vietnam-war/ 
26 https://www.britannica.com/event/Vietnam-War/The-fall-of-South-Vietnam 
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run, Deng's free market support quickly gained traction. Here is where the China we hear about                

today begins.   
27

 

Politically, the CPC underwent a significant change in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The               

reformers, fearful of a Cultural Revolution repeat, prepared successors and tried to reintegrate             

cadres that were exiled or purged. Deng Xiaoping made sure the top levels of governance had                

similar levels of representation in those who leaned towards Maoism and those who wished              

reforms, while still kicking Hua Guofeng and other stauncher Maoists out of the highest              

positions of powers. Deng Xiaoping never took total power but instead relied on his allies to                

make sure his agenda was being met. Throughout the mid to late 80s, a rectification campaign                

finally replaced many of those against reforms, leading to a change in the political establishment               

of the party. This caused much consternation in 1986 and 1989 which would culminate in the                

Tiananmen Square Protests.  
28

 

1.2.9. Sino-Vietnamese War (1979) 

In response to the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia and its alliance with the Soviet Union,               

China attempted an invasion of Vietnam. The Chinese army was extremely outdated, and             

communication was based on runners and not radios. Vietnam lost battles, but China did not               

win the swift victory they expected. In the end, China had to withdraw. With a Vietnamese                

occupied Cambodia and no major diplomatic gains China still looked like a paper tiger. Deng               

Xiaoping used this as a reason to upgrade and reform the army.  
29

 

1.2.10. Trade Relations While Transitioning to the Information Age (1979-2010) 

Deng Xiaoping’s international work was controversial, especially after the Tiananmen Square           

Protests, but also extremely vital to China’s development. Before 1970, Chinese foreign policy             

was inherently insular; it was meant to make sure China had a stable environment to grow and                 

would intervene when such an environment was threatened, such as in the Sino-Vietnamese             

War. This resulted in little international trade and as a result, little outside investment. In 1971,                

the United Nations finally recognized the People’s Republic of China as the sole representative              

27 https://www.britannica.com/place/China/Consequences-of-the-Cultural-Revolution 
28 ibid. 
29 http://www.historynet.com/sino-vietnamese-war-1979.htm 
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of China, and through this, many nations had to recognize the PRC as China. This proved                

useful in establishing diplomatic relations, but there was still much work to be done.  

 

After the Tiananmen Square Protests, many actors, such as the United States and the              

European Union, strongly condemned the PRC, but as soon as 1992, most nations barring the               

United States had largely glossed over the issue. In the mid-1990s, the PRC focused on               

improving tertiary productive activities such as banking and finance. In 1980, China received             

provisional most-favored-nation status in the United States, and by 2000, it was permanent. In              

2001, China would join the World Trade Organization, and progress in integrating itself into the               

global trade market continued until the beginning of the Belt and Road Initiative in 2012.  
30

 

1.2.11. Taiwan in the Deng Xiaoping Era 

One thing should be made clear about the stance of China regarding the aspirations of Taiwan:                

they strongly disagree with the notion that the Republic of China declare itself as Taiwan. This                

change would allow their enemies in the Kuomintang significant international relations once            

again. With the economic proliferation of China, so too has a mutual understanding between the               

PRC and ROC that they should trade with each other. Still, it is clear that the PRC at some point                    

wants to take back Taiwan, even as it signed a landmark trade agreement in 2010.  
31

 

1.2.12. The Transition to Xi Jinping and Present-Day China 

Deng Xiaoping retired from political office in 1989. He chose Jiang Zemin as his successor but                

stayed public about his opinion on the nature of China’s modernization. Jiang was a capable               

leader who ushered in the pragmatic reforms that describe these last few sections. Around              

1997, he could be considered the paramount leader of China. Over the next five years, he’d                

give up his offices to Hu Jintao, and as he ended his presidential term limits in 2012, his                  

vice-president, Xi Jinping would succeed him. 

 

In 2018 Xi Jinping was able to pass legislation through the Congress that removes presidential               

term limits, allowing him to rule past 2023.  
32

 

30 https://www.britannica.com/place/China/Educational-and-cultural-policy-changes#ref71865 
31 ibid. 
32 https://www.britannica.com/place/China/Economic-policy-changes#ref71863 
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1.3. Current Situation 
Avenues in the Indian Ocean, the Arctic Ocean, the Pacific, and the South China Sea represent                

avenues for China to expand both maritime power and trade. Finally, China’s relationship with              

Russia and its other Central Asian neighbors is an often overlooked piece of China's recent rise                

to prominence. This, of course, must always be balanced with the economy, because without an               

economy to pay for such ambitious projects, nothing can be done.  

 

1.3.1. China’s Current Economy: Dancing on the Highest Precipice 

While China’s economy has been steadily improving, their growth rate has nonetheless slowed             

down. The risks of continuing the trade war, slowing domestic demand, and an overreliance on               

credit stimulus rather than sustainable fixed asset investment, all threaten the prolonged period             

of wealth that the PRC has enjoyed thus far. The Cabinet needs to consider hard reforms to                 

make sure the economy keeps moving so that our international ambitions won’t falter.  
33

 

It is also well known that China’s Belt and Road Initiative has increased regional influence               

throughout Afro-Eurasia and even in the Americas. There is an important caveat to this fact: as                

of mid-2017, the global debt to GDP ratio has reached over 300% mainly on the back of China                  

and developing BRI markets, causing some resistance to Chinese investment in the countries             

that the PRC most wants to woo. The projects are incredibly costly, and many of them have                 
34

questionable financial returns. The increasing debts from countries that take on the projects             

could prove disastrous in the event of a recession, and if the projects fail or underwhelm in                 

power projection results, that could reflect negatively for the PRC as well. Still, these debts               
35

play into the hands of the PRC and allow for significant concessions in exchange for debt                

forgiveness. In Sri Lanka, not only has the state given up the deep-sea port of Hambantota to                 

clear a $1.1 billion debt, but they have opted for an additional $1.25 billion loan before the end                  

of 2018. This, as some outside observers say, is leading Sri Lanka into a Chinese debt trap.                 
36

The Cabinet should keep in mind how working with the economic policies can influence the               

critical Indian Ocean routes, along with other nations in the BRI. 

 

33 https://www.forbes.com/sites/douglasbulloch/2018/01/22/chinas-growth-rate-remains-on-target-but-its-the-wrong-target/#112a7c156d3d 
34 https://www.cnbc.com/2017/06/28/chinas-debt-surpasses-300-percent-of-gdp-iif-says-raising-doubts-over-yellens-crisis-remarks.html 
35 https://www.ft.com/content/e7a08b54-9554-11e8-b747-fb1e803ee64e 
36 https://www.ft.com/content/37f2094e-ac1a-11e8-94bd-cba20d67390c 
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In terms of regional competition, several economies have slowed in East Asia, such as Japan,               

and more recently, South Korea. China may have similar worries. Debt has increased rapidly,              
37

and the distribution of this debt is mainly in loosely regulated and large mid-to-low level banks.                

These banks have already been bailed out in some cases, and China’s government is not               

slouching on increasing the debt level. While the Cabinet can use the power of these BRI deals                 

and their increasing debt to exert dominance, if the economy collapses, it spells disaster for the                

Chinese financial system.  
38

 

1.3.2. Southeast Asia: Bypassing the Strait of Malacca and Securing New Markets 

Currently, the Straits of Malacca and the Straits of Makassar are relied upon as the shortest sea                 

route to ship from East Asia through the Indian Ocean. This is doubly so for oil, and the PRC                   

government has been worried about what they deem the “Malacca Dilemma,” or an overreliance              

on one route that could prove costly in the event of a disturbance. In this time, five solutions                  

have been proposed, two of which involve making a large oil pipeline and road through Pakistan                

and Myanmar. The Belt and Road Initiative has yielded the ports of Sittwe in Myanmar,               
39

completed in 2015, and of Gwadar in Pakistan, completed and leased permanently to China in               

2018. This isn’t to say that China has only been trying to build new pathways. They continue to                  

fund projects in Malaysia to consolidate their security in the region. Furthermore, they have              

focused on building large bunkers that can hold about a month of oil imports to maintain the                 

country if a national security crisis should limit the amount of oil the state has access to.  
40

 

Oil is not the only thing on China’s mind. BRI projects have included areas such as Cambodia                 

and Laos, even though they are both landlocked countries. Cambodia and Laos have             

historically been dependent on China, and while Laos has negotiated evenhandedly with China,             

Cambodia has mostly acquiesced to China’s sphere of influence. This dynamic will be explored              

in the ASEAN section, but suffice to say that Cambodia is a vital ally for the PRC in ASEAN, and                    

while Laos may not be as stoically in China’s camp, it will likely yield to PRC diplomatic                 

pressure. One should consider that Laos has unusually warm relations with two countries that              

occasionally stand opposed to China: Vietnam and Thailand. These two countries are minor             

37 https://www.ft.com/content/c2d6dad0-a13e-11e8-85da-eeb7a9ce36e4 
38 https://www.ft.com/content/c2d6dad0-a13e-11e8-85da-eeb7a9ce36e4 
39 https://jamestown.org/program/chinas-malacca-dilemma/ 
40 http://isdp.eu/alleviating-chinas-malacca-dilemma/ 
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regional powers, and by maintaining good relations with them, Laos gains a not unsubstantial              

amount of bargaining power.  
41

 

Vietnam government actively seeks PRC financial support, but this doesn’t mean the people             

agree with this approach. In mid-June 2018, as Vietnam attempted to create Special Economic              

Zones that would benefit Chinese investors, the population erupted in protest. Even the             

legendary general Vo Nguyen Giap disagreed with the formation of economic zones, comparing             

the formation as selling Vietnam out to China. One can understand the tension behind Vietnam               

forging a close relationship with China after centuries of colonization, empire, and more recently              

in the Sino-Vietnamese War of 1979. Vietnam is also perhaps the strongest opponent of China               

on the issue of the South China Sea and the creation of islands reclaimed from ocean basins –                  

especially since the change in rhetoric from the Philippines government, a historically strong             

SCS opponent. Vietnam is in a difficult position: accept economic aid and lose central areas of                

its sovereignty or ignore Beijing’s talks in the goal of defending its nautical territory. Dealing with                

Vietnam’s stubborn resistance in the South China Sea is going to be a key area that the Cabinet                  

must navigate.  
42

 

1.3.3. The South China Sea: Convenient Cultural Claims and ASEAN 

The SCS dispute provides context to the broader Indian and Arctic maritime power struggle.              

The history of this dispute dated to 1947 when the Republic of China claimed ownership over a                 

‘Nine Dash Line,' a maritime claim encircling a huge portion of the SCS including coasts near                

the Philippines, Malaysia, and Vietnam.  

 

Over the years, the PRC took key island chains in the South China Sea, particularly the Paracel,                 

Spratly, and Scarborough features. The PRC created artificial islands in the South China Sea to               

be utilized as military installations and to bolster maritime claims in international court. The navy               

of China included not only traditional military vessels but also passenger liners and even              

commercial fishing boats. The nations of the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia did             

not back down easily. The U.S has attempted to curtail Chinese presence in the region through                

defense pacts, Freedom of Navigation naval trips, and military demonstrations.  

 

41 https://www.mmtimes.com/news/laos-and-cambodia-china-dance.html 
42 https://thediplomat.com/2018/06/vietnam-mass-protests-expose-hanois-china-dilemma/ 
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Finally, in January of 2013, the Philippines sent the case to be arbitrated by the UN under the                  

UN Law of the Sea. ASEAN countries showed unity in a joint statement condemning China's               

actions in the summer of 2016, but in a move that reversed the entire notion of such a                  

declaration, they rescinded it. In another turn, the case arbitrated at The Hague ruled in the                

Philippines’ favor, but China was already working on discrediting it in the official state media. As                

the Philippines gained a new president, Duterte, in 2016, the tides began turning once more, as                

he leans towards the opportunities of Chinese investments and a general diversification of             

international relations. This has led to him giving up a lot of the legal power he has gained                  
43

from the case ruling. Now, in the fall of 2018, Duterte is turning back to the United States, while                   

still having warm relations with Russia and China.   
44

 

1.3.4. Russia: A Rekindled, but Troubled Relationship 

Relations with Russia have generally been cordial, based on mutual strategic importance, but             

with Donald Trump's election they have escalated to that of what Putin would call a ‘special                

relationship. China has allied their media with Russia’s, along with their metaphorical marriage             
45

of the energy sector. Chinese and Russian military exercises and parades often parade their               
46 47

increasing affinity for each other. This apparent affinity masks a more complicated relationship. 

 

In the Arctic Circle, China views itself as a near Arctic state and works closely with Russian                 

giants Rusatom (a nuclear energy company) and Rosneft (an oil company) to achieve access to               

energy and create a route to the Arctic. Still, this marriage, as it were, is troubled. For one,                  

recent instability in Chinese oil companies has caused worries for the Russian giants. China has               

also not been the best partner, as it pulled all its loans out of Venezuela recently, leaving                 

Russian funds as one of the sole backers of the Maduro regime. China is also increasingly                

self-sufficient, which in Russian eyes might interfere with Russia’s plan for the Arctic Sea. Still,               
48

this friendship of convenience is a focal point in China’s situation and should be utilized (and                

conspicuously ignored) when needed. 

 

43 https://www.ft.com/content/aa32a224-480e-11e6-8d68-72e9211e86ab 
44 https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2163415/weary-and-wary-philippine-president-rodrigo-duterte-takes-china 
45' https://thediplomat.com/2016/12/behind-china-and-russias-special-relationship/ 
46 https://www.businessinsider.com/china-and-russia-relations-under-trump-2017-7 
47 https://www.cnn.com/2017/08/01/opinions/china-and-russia-are-teaming-up-andelman-opinion/index.html 
48 https://thediplomat.com/2018/03/russias-unhappy-energy-marriage-with-china/ 
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1.3.5. The Indian Ocean and South Asia: Encircling India 

Sino-Indian relations are fraught with tension, and a particular point of conflict is the Indian               

Ocean Region (IOR). PRC spelled out the vision of a “String of Pearls” 2004, referencing a                

strategy of creating a string of naval bases across the Indian Ocean to exert dominance over                

the trade route. Remember, as it was mentioned earlier, the Strait of Malacca can easily be                
49

blockaded by the United States. If the Strait is blockaded, the Chinese ability to transport oil or                 

maintain their ambitions for a Maritime Silk Road is out of the question, and in response, much                 

of the BRI program has revolved around opening new corridors to the Indian Ocean and the                

Arabian Peninsula.   
50

Still, in terms of what the Maritime Silk Road means, oil only scratches the surface of both the                  

end goal and plan. There are already cruises starting from Shanghai down the nascent Silk               

Road, conferences between authorities and investors, and even research institutes made           

specifically to optimize the plan.   
51

 

The strategy for such a plan begins in the question of the Straits of Malacca and Makassar, how                  

does China bypass these straits efficiently? Well, one can look towards their allies such as               

Pakistan. This prompted the BRI investment scheme that ended in Chinese ownership of the              

deep-sea port at Gwadar and the creation of an entire economic corridor connecting Xinjiang              

and Gwadar. Though expensive, this might be one of the safer methods to secure trade.  

 

If we analyze the Indian Ocean as split up into three sections, an East African Ocean, a Central                  

Ocean, and the proper Indian Ocean in the east, we can understand how one connects the                

String of Pearls. China's control of ports in Pakistan, Djibouti, Tanzania, and Kenya is its claim                

to the East African Ocean, as well as its regional aspirations in Africa. India controls bases in                 

Iran, Oman, the Seychelles, Madagascar, and Mauritius. Many of these bases, especially those             

in Oman and Iran, are more out of economic incentives than out of any serious alignment with                 

India. China can expand itself with BRI investments or some similar equivalent.  
52

 

The Central Ocean features the Maldives and Sri Lanka. China holds the diplomatic advantage              

in the Maldives. Indian helicopters are being forced to return, and pro-Chinese demonstrations             

49 https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2018/04/01/whats-china-doing-in-the-indian-ocean/#533b0e7a3633e 
50 https://orientalreview.org/2018/02/14/new-delhis-us-backed-chinese-containment-strategy-afro-indian-ocean/ 
51 https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2122559/chinas-maritime-silk-road-plan-starts-wave-bandwagon 
52 https://orientalreview.org/2018/02/14/new-delhis-us-backed-chinese-containment-strategy-afro-indian-ocean/ 
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overtook the country. This support is reciprocated of course by a frenzy of free-trade              
53

agreements with the Maldives, Sri Lanka (being negotiated), Pakistan, Myanmar (through the            

ASEAN-China Trade Agreement in 2010), and Bangladesh (being negotiated). While India has            
54

facilities in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka, China also has the deepwater port of Hambantota.                

The Sri Lankan government also just accepted 1.25 billion dollars more of Chinese loans. One               

can expect Sri Lanka to fall further into China’s grasp.   
55

 

Finally, in the proper Indian Ocean, or the more western side of the sea-mass, there are a few                  

key players: Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. Out of these,           

Singapore and the outlying islands of Malaysia that are controlled by Australia are firmly in the                

Indian column. However, Myanmar is a stalwart ally of China. Bangladesh and the BRI              
56

investment into the Chittagong port represents an opportunity to activate a new route into the               

Indian Ocean very close to India and the Strait of Malacca. This is coupled with the fact that                  

Bangladesh’s biggest trading partner is the PRC, and that feasibility studies on a proper              

free-trade agreement are already underway. The Kra Isthmus in Thailand and its appropriate             

BRI projects are already underway or completed, and it stands to reason that they are available                

for Chinese usage. Still, Thailand is typically more diversified in foreign relations than Cambodia              

and therefore is not so closely tied with China as Sri Lanka or Pakistan.   
57

 

Some argue that the “String of Pearls” represent opportunities for testing the ability of the               

Chinese army and navy to operate outside of its comfort zone, especially as it hunts down                

pirates in the Indian Ocean. Another potential benefit of these islands and ports is the fact that                 

they give a reason for complicated training exercises to occur with its allies. This allows both                

China to train its army in different environments and the country hosting the training to train with                 

a top-tier military. Still, one thing that hasn't been mentioned is military viability. Many experts               

are skeptical of the nature of these ports militarily, as defending them with the proper power of                 

the Chinese navy would require making it through the Straits of Malacca and Makassar.   
58

 

53 https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/chinas-power-growing-indian-ocean-24607 
54 https://thediplomat.com/2018/04/chinas-maritime-quest-in-the-indian-ocean-new-delhis-options/ 
55 https://www.ft.com/content/37f2094e-ac1a-11e8-94bd-cba20d67390c 
56 https://orientalreview.org/2018/02/14/new-delhis-us-backed-chinese-containment-strategy-afro-indian-ocean/ 
57 https://thediplomat.com/2018/04/chinas-maritime-quest-in-the-indian-ocean-new-delhis-options/ 
58 https://www.csis.org/analysis/security-implications-chinas-military-presence-indian-ocean 
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Finally, one should discuss the role of Russia in the Indian Ocean. Russia itself is increasing its                 

naval presence, and the impact of that has been shown in Syria and the Baltic. Russia and                 

China may be allies of convenience, but in the IOR Russia has decided to play the role of a                   

mediator, especially between Pakistan and India. The Russian navy has not only signed a              

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Pakistani navy but is also offering India a              

Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA), similar to that of the United States.             

Russia utilizes existing rivalries, such as those of India and China, or China and Vietnam to                

exert a balancing act in Asia, as it has done in the Middle East.  
59

 

This Cabinet must carefully consider the reach that they take with the Indian Ocean, the benefits                

and potential vulnerabilities. Remember, these ports cost money not just to maintain and utilize,              

but they cost much in the procurement of the spaces themselves, especially in debt. If they are                 

lost easily, the investment will be almost completely wasted, as the entire idea of the String of                 

Pearls is to diversify shipping lanes in the event of a blockade. How the Cabinet considers this                 

region and the different nations in it is going to be the crucial difference between Chinese                

hegemony in Asia or the burning of a paper tiger. 

 

1.3.6. The Arctic Ocean: Planning for a Warmer Earth 

The Arctic Sea is home to an abundance of natural resources. The region produces 1/10th of                

the world's oil and a quarter of its gas and hosts up to “20-30% of the world’s undiscovered                  

petroleum reserves.” Russian Arctic development has discovered a vast collection of valuable            

minerals including nickel, gold, zinc, uranium, tungsten, and diamonds. Add in one-fifth of the              

world's freshwater supply, plentiful fish to support commercial fisheries, incredibly rich           

biodiversity and scientific research potential and it's no wonder that the PRC has an eye in the                 

region.  

 

The main diplomatic body for the Arctic Sea is the Arctic Council, established in 1966 by the                 

Ottawa Declaration. Its mission is to: 

 

● Promote "cooperation, coordination, and interaction among Arctic states." 

● Recognize issues of sustainable development and environmental protection 

59 https://www.globalresearch.ca/russias-naval-strategy-in-the-indian-ocean/5649430 
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● Involve indigenous communities and Arctic inhabitants  

 

Member states include Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, the Russian Federation,           

Sweden, and the U.S.A. Permanent participants also include third parties to represent the             

interests of indigenous people. The PRC became an official observer in 2013. The other               
60 61

observer states include Germany, India, France, Poland, the Netherlands, Spain, the United            

Kingdom, Italy, Japan, South Korea,  and Singapore.  
62

 

The reasons for China's interest in the Arctic go beyond political clout. Chinese fishing industries               

are so large that they have already expanded in the South China Sea. By working with Russian                 

petroleum giants, not only does China gain more raw hydrocarbons, but also it cements ties with                

Russia that may serve to one day deepen their relationship beyond one of convenience.  
63

 

Shipping routes also play a huge role as in the IOR. The Arctic is home to a wealth of current                    

and future shipping opportunities. The Northwest Passage runs along the Canadian border and             

the Northern Sea Route runs along the coast of Russia. Both these routes are currently fraught                

with ice and navigable only under certain conditions but melting ice caps and rising sea levels                

will make these routes as well as the Central Arctic Route feasible for year-round shipping. 

 

An official from the U.S. National Academy of Science says, “sometime between 2035 and 2040               

there is a pretty good chance that the Arctic Ocean will be essentially ice-free for about a month                  

each year .” This can cut down substantially on shipping costs. Just as an example the               
64

Northern Sea Route can save a medium bulk carrier “18 days, 540 tons of fuel, and [~250k                 

Euros]” versus the alternate Suez Canal route from Europe to Asia.  
65

 

China wants to reframe the nature of the global trade network to center around Beijing, and to                 

do that it must be able to influence or utilize what it has called the ‘Polar Silk Road.' In its first                     

60 https://arctic-council.org/index.php/en/  
61 https://arctic-council.org/index.php/en/about-us/arctic-council/observers  
62 
https://www.bmel.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/EN/International/Leitlinien-Arktispolitik.pdf?__blob=publicati
onFile  
63 https://qz.com/84669/china-arctic-ocean-council/ 
64 https://thediplomat.com/2011/04/the-arctic-sea-a-new-wild-west/?allpages=yes  
65 http://www.globaltrademag.com/global-logistics/a-breakthrough-in-arctic-trade-routes  
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white paper on the Arctic, released in January of 2018, China is committed to utilizing the Polar                 

Silk Road as it “may have a huge impact on the energy strategy and economic development of                 

China…” China is looking to be a more than an economic leader in the Arctic. It has built an                   

icebreaker research vessel, the Xue Long (Snow Dragon) and sent it to the Arctic to study its                 

unique habitat. The white paper also points out the importance of following environmental             

regulations and open sea laws. This is a jab at the fact that the US pulled out of the Paris                    

Agreement, while China tacitly ignores its own expansion in the South China Sea.   
66

 

In the last six months, China has been looking at Nordic Europe as an avenue for expansion as                  

they invest in Northern Europe. Notable features with investments are an old fort in Greenland,               

a tract of land in Svalbard, a coastal tract in Iceland, and a piece of northern Norway. Perhaps if                   

China presses these deals, it can control key bases in the Arctic circle.  

 

On a slightly unrelated note, China has also been increasing its investments in Antarctica,              

including more research stations and may be using the People’s Liberation Army Navy as a               

support tool in the construction.  
67

 

In short, the Arctic represents a key avenue of expansion for China, one that will require much                 

work. Considering that China has no actual territory in the Arctic, it cannot claim land or attempt                 

to co-opt an Exclusive Economic Zone. Instead, it must utilize global trade networks to establish               

a Polar Silk Road and take advantage of the new opportunities afforded.  

 

1.3.7. Africa: Frontier Conditions with Untapped Potential 

Since the Bandung Conference in 1955, it has been clear that the PRC is extremely interested                

in Africa. Over the next fifty years, China would court these nations by sending legions of                

doctors, hosting leadership conferences, and offering them a route that didn't involve their             

former colonizers. In 2000, China began the China-Africa Cooperation Forum, where critical            

economic and political issues are discussed. In 2003, China sent its first peacekeeping mission              

to Africa (specifically the Democratic Republic of the Congo), and in 2007 China launched a               

Nigerian weather satellite. 2007 also saw the creation of the China-Africa Development Fund,             

which opened its first office in 2009 in South Africa. Sino-African trade would reach up to $200                 

66 http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/26/c_136926498_2.htm 
67 https://thediplomat.com/2018/07/chinas-polar-strategy-an-emerging-gray-zone/ 
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billion in 2013, all the while state visits to and from Africa were a regular occurrence. African                 

nations have been receptive, and most of them have voted to recognize the PRC as the sole                 

representative of China.  
68

 

Economically, China is seeking raw resources from Africa. China is the second largest oil              

importer in the world, and the IAEA expects it to top the list by the 2030s. Angola is its third                    

largest oil trading partner, so it is already invested in the region. In its frequent trips, China offers                  

cheap labor for infrastructure and massive loans. Of course, oil is not the only resource Africa                

offers. Rare minerals and other natural resources are traded for expensive machinery and other              

equipment. This trade is so useful that China is the largest trading partner in Africa, surpassing                

the US in 2009. While it is argued in US media that China is not giving jobs to Africa, or that                     
69

they use predatory loans, most research seems to point in the opposite direction, that Chinese               

firms are trying to outsource their labor to Africa. Besides, Chinese loans have relatively low               

interest rates and long repayment periods. Chinese land ownings are also not as significant as               

one might believe, amounting to around 240,000 hectares. Still, the Chinese do want other              

environmentally-devastating natural resources like ivory, alabaster, and rhinoceros’ tusks. This          

greatly hurts conservation efforts.  
70

 

In 2013, it embedded itself in UN operations by entering the UN peacekeeping force for South                

Sudan, with the goal to win the hearts and minds of the Sudanian populace. Some experts use                 
71

examples like these to point to increasing military influence in Africa by China. This is somewhat                

true, as threats of terrorism and deaths of Chinese peacekeepers have influenced Beijing to put               

more resources into securing their work and may have even influenced the naval base deal in                

Djibouti.  
72

 

Most recently, on September 4th, 2018, the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) took             

place in Beijing. Xi Jinping has claimed he is funding $60 billion in aid, investments, and loans.                 

One main difference from previous investments is the presence of $10 billion in private              

68 http://usa.chinadaily.com.cn/epaper/2015-12/01/content_22595996.htm 
69 https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-africa 
70 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theworldpost/wp/2018/04/12/china-africa/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.a20bc3dc5c8c 
71 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-34976580 
72 https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-africa 
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investment rather than just government funding. Private investment can often be more attractive             

for countries since the economic burden is shared with Chinese venture capitalists.   
7374

 

As the US begins acting against China in Africa, the delegates will need to be creative and                 

steadfast to gain the potential resources and markets in Africa. Africa is a relatively low BRI                
75

priority avenue. Still, to ignore Africa is to pass up an incredibly promising area of economic                

development. 

 

1.4. Bloc Positions 
1.4.1. Within China’s Divided CPC 

Chinese politics are a bit obscured, as from the outside it seems like a monolithic, one-party                

state. On the surface, this is correct: China has only one party. However, this party is not                 

unanimous in its decisions, and two major factions have risen in modern history: the princelings               

and the tuanpai. In Xi Jinping’s China, the role of these factions is diminished as Xi centralizes                 

control. 

 

The princelings, of which Xi is a member of, are the children of old revolutionaries, known as                 

‘second generation reds’ by some. These princelings are generally from the rich cities of China,               

and their policies reflect this upbringing by putting the focus on Chinese entrepreneurs,             

sometimes at the expense of rural farmers and migrant workers. Princelings can also be              

considered the remnants or evolution of Jiang Zemin’s Shanghai faction in the Party. Before the               

election of Xi Jinping, the princelings held a small majority in government functions. In the 18th                

Party Congress of 2012, two scandals effectively solidified Xi Jinping as the paramount leader              

of China, with Li Keqiang as his tuanpai Premier. 

 

The tuanpai were Hu Jintao's faction, which came mainly from the Chinese Communist Youth              

League. This faction often came from those who gained political experience in the less              

developed inner regions of China, and champion the causes of urban poor, farmers, and              

migrant workers. Before Xi Jinping, they held a close minority in the Party.  
76

73 https://www.cnn.com/2018/09/03/asia/focac-china-africa-development-intl/index.html 
74 https://www.businessdailyafrica.com/analysis/columnists/The-good-and-bad-from-China-Africa-forum/4259356-4753194-hwnan2z/index.html 
75 https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/business/article/2001295280/us-senators-counter-china-s-debt-diplomacy-across-africa 
76 https://www.brookings.edu/articles/the-powerful-factions-among-chinas-rulers/ 
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With Xi Jinping's rise to power came the de-emphasis on much of the factionalism present in                

Chinese politics. Xi frequently denounced what he considered cliques and cadres in public             

speeches. This rhetoric culminated in his massive anti-corruption campaign that shook up both             

factions and their leadership structures with massive arrests on graft charges. Interestingly, Xi             

has not elevated people from his own regions of power and seems to be distributing available                

positions in the way of party tradition to the regions of Zhejiang and Shanghai.  
77

 

Members who were brought to power before Xi Jinping should be wary of his anti-corruption               

investigations, as they could target anyone. Those who rose to power in the 2012 or 2017 Party                 

Congress meetings should stick closely with Xi, as without him many positions would be filled by                

those in with the cliques. Finally, members should consider if they are involved with BRI               

companies. That could present danger in the form of a corruption probe or present untold               

wealth.  

 

1.4.2. ASEAN 

In the early 2010s, the South China Sea dispute was the central driving wedge between ASEAN                

countries and China. After the arbitration case that the Philippines won showed a disunited              

ASEAN, and after the election of Donald Trump, many nations had to choose either the USA or                 

China as main trade partners. This was a continuation from the 2015 China-ASEAN Free Trade               

Agreement, which became effective in July of 2016.   
78

 

For the most part, ASEAN nations have a historical tendency to trade with their larger neighbor,                

and most of the time, both the smaller and larger nation have benefitted. Still, ASEAN nations                

are not subservient or vassals to China. Many have histories of independence and pride in their                

national identities, such as Vietnam and Brunei. ASEAN will generally seek to diversify trade.              

China has not been opposed to this. This essentially means that if Chinese trade grows too                

large, ASEAN will seek to trade more with India or the United States. This principle extends                

politically, and it can be expected that while China might gain ASEAN cooperation, economic              

subjugation will be an altogether different matter.  
79

77 https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/1999155/why-xi-jinping-has-no-need-factions-communist-party 
78 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2017-09/12/content_31880401.htm 
79 https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/2141235/asean-and-art-living-china 
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1.4.3. The United States and its Allies 

After 150 years of chaos and humiliation, China finally sees itself as a great power. Central to                 

this vision is hegemony in East Asia. It is important to remember that the history of the 1900s is                   

not yet resolved. The Korean Peninsula and the island of Taiwan are still closely protected by                

the US Navy. In the case of Taiwan, the PRC is determined to regain the island. Still, the PRC                   

isn’t seeking war, but a change from the world order dominated by the US to a multipolar world                  

order with regional influences. China wants to be one of those influencers. The US              

administration under Trump is unpredictable and perhaps does not know what the outcome of              

China’s regional growth will be.  
80

 

In these more recent times, the PRC has taken to courting Latin American countries like El                

Salvador, who recently stopped recognizing the ROC as the sole China. This has led to a                

backlash from the United States, but because of the unpredictability of the Trump administration              

and the perceived economic benefits from China, some bastions of ROC support are starting to               

shift, underlying a larger change in the Americas.  
81

 

Most notably are the perceived slights by China in trade relations that have led to increased                

tariffs. These included tariffs and trade restrictions on solar panels, then steel and aluminum,              

culminating in accusations of intellectual property theft and the belief that Chinese cars are a               

national security threat. China started retaliating in August, first by filing a complaint to the               
82

World Trade Organization on solar panel tariffs, followed by the implementation of $50 billion in               

tariffs by both nations on August 23rd. At this point, the question of who wins the trade war is                   
83

debated by experts, but it is agreed that the middle class in China and how they respond to the                   

increased prices will most likely determine if Beijing gives in to the demands of the US.  
84

 

1.5. Discussion Questions 

80 https://www.economist.com/special-report/2017/04/22/america-and-chinas-strategic-relationship 
81https://www.ft.com/content/881253a2-a4ef-11e8-8ecf-a7ae1beff35b 
82 https://piie.com/system/files/documents/trump-trade-war-timeline.pdfn  
83 https://piie.com/blogs/trade-investment-policy-watch/trump-trade-war-china-date-guide 
84 https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2018/08/05/china-will-lose-the-trade-war-with-america-and-thats-good-for-its-citizens/#6daa8e193461 
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1. Who is your member of the Cabinet? What faction or lack thereof is he or she in? Do                  

they have any connections to companies or regional history that may influence them?             

This will be the basis of how you respond to most situations. 

2. What problems are you prioritizing? The Indian Ocean? The Arctic route in the future?              

The answer to the first question should give you a hint on this one. 

3. How are you going to solve these problems? What policies are both realistic and              

effective? 

a. For instance, how do you gain regional influence using the Chinese economy? 

b. Another example: how do you maintain the Chinese economy to focus on            

regional expansion? 

4. What external goals do you want that may or may not align with the committee? How are                 

you going to get there? 

 

1.6. Resources 
The BBC’s China News Section 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world/asia/china 

The South China Morning Post, China Section (A Hong Kong based newspaper) 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china 

Council on Foreign Relations China Section 

https://www.cfr.org/asia/china 

Xinhua English (Chinese State Run News Agency) 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/ 

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs website 

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/ 
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2. Topic 2 - Protecting Economic Growth through       

Emerging Technology 
2.1. Topic Overview 
In this Cabinet, the PRC’s top government officials must protect Chinese economic growth in a               

troubling time in which growth targets are not being met. Furthermore, tensions from the United               

States and China’s trade war threaten to capsize China’s economic prospects in a time in which                

China seeks to utilize its large savings to invest around the world. The Chinese economy, which                

since the late 1970s utilized its quick growth and massive productive capacity to catapult itself               

into the world stage, is now stalling into what is considered the ‘middle-income trap.’ The               

increasing living conditions in China have also made it more difficult to attract Foreign Direct               

Investments (FDI) and manufacturing growth, and China must react by expanding its economy             

to that of service sectors if it is to keep up desired economic growth. Hope is not lost though, as                    

the losses in growth can be leveraged by the fact that the US has recently pursued isolationist                 

policies, allowing for China to portray itself as a champion of free trade and secure massive                

trade agreements in Asia that will reduce the US’s influence on Chinese growth. 

 

Another aspect of economic growth that the Cabinet must consider is that of using new               

technologies to secure positive outcomes or to offset setbacks. This will mainly come in the form                

of cyber-warfare, and using key allies such as North Korea to act as a proxy for its acts. China                   

and its allies have emerged as powerful figures in the world of hacking, with key attacks hitting                 
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Sony, the US Office of Personnel Management, and US steel companies. Cyber-espionage is             
85

another novel avenue in which to gain advantages in the global stage, as it can allow for                 

Chinese productivity to become higher without the need for massive FDI nor working with              

companies that may seek to charge premiums for the use of their exclusive technology. 

 

China is at a crossroads and faces multifaceted issues. Perhaps regional influence is a big               

concern or the maintaining of China's political system under Xi Jinping, but all of this is simply                 

not possible without coffers from which to put plans into action. The failure to not only maintain                 

the economy, but to combat the current slowing growth, is tantamount to failing any major               

endeavor in which the Cabinet sets its mind to. While complex and sometimes frustrating, this               

topic is essential to master. 

 

2.2. Historical Background  86

2.2.1. Before Century of Humiliation to Communist China (pre-1820-1949) 

In the 1820s, the Chinese economy was huge, by far the largest in the world. Economic thought                 

was highly prized and extensive research on the taxes and nature of urban work versus rural                

work allowed for the feudalistic model of rice farming and weaving to create a massive               

economy. We have immense stores of data about the nature of the prices of rice and grain                 

during the Qing dynasty, which lets us know that the Chinese economy may not have had                

advanced machinery, but was actively controlled. Of course, because the economy was viewed             

as maximized, there were few attempts at improving it, but rather keeping it at a status quo, a                  

perceived golden age from which one could only go below, never above. When the British were                

to arrive in the mid-1800s, this would prove a problem, but the pre-Opium War Chinese               

economy is a point of pride to Chinese citizens, a testament to what China means: Middle                

Kingdom.  87

 

The Opium Wars were driven by the concept of mercantilism, something that still reverberates              

to this day, even as we champion free trade. Mercantilism dictates the idea of an economy in                 

which trade balances must be positive and trade in and of itself is a zero-sum game. When the                  

85 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/chinese-hackers-breach-federal-governments-personnel-office/2015/06/04/889c0e52-0af7-11
e5-95fd-d580f1c5d44e_story.html?utm_term=.471dffdfbcf2 
86 This is meant as an overview, as we will be focusing on modern China. The regional guide has a large section on China’s history. Feel free to consult 
your dais as well for history on China or context! 
87 https://publishing.cdlib.org/ucpressebooks/view?docId=ft6489p0n6&chunk.id=d0e1168&toc.id=d0e1168&brand=ucpress 
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British realized they were at a trade deficit with China over the price of tea, the British began                  

illegally importing highly addictive opium from their Indian colonies into China. Apart from             

causing massive production issues in the Chinese economy, the price of opium and the fact that                

the main suppliers were British caused a trade deficit for China, who demanded that the opium                

be removed. This would escalate into the First Opium War and a humiliating loss for China. This                 

would start the Century of Humiliation, with rebellions, wars, wars caused by rebellions,             

revolutions, and warlord chaos gripping China until 1949, when the Chinese Communist Party             

won the Chinese Civil War. The Communist Party made the reinvigoration of China's economy              
88

one of its top priorities and created Five Year Plans to succeed in this endeavor.  

 

 

2.2.2. The First Five Year Plan (1953-1957) 

While contentious for its adherence to the Soviet model of industrialization and the loss of               

personal freedoms, the First Five Year Plan enacted in Communist China was a success in               

regards to increasing the industrial capital China had at its disposal. This plan followed the               

communist concept of centralizing and planning the economy, resulting in the loss of personal              

freedoms through a system of bureaucratic Soviets known as the danwei and the collectivization              

of some of the agricultural land.  

 

Considering the goals placed on the plan, the results were shockingly hopeful: the industrial              

growth rate more than doubled, steel production increased by a factor of four, coal production               

doubled, and petrochemicals had a similar increase. Still, while the industrial growth was             

massive, the same issues from the Soviet plans appeared in China as grain output struggled to                

maintain pace with the population growth, resulting in periodic shortages.  

 

It is important to note that this growth centered with the urban centers, which nearly doubled in                 

population. Life expectancies increased by around twenty years, and the urban income rose by              

40%. While some worried a prosperous urban population would not want a communist             

government, the CCP’s insistence on the state ownership of industry along with the             

ever-present danwei gave it unusual control over a somewhat prosperous population. The            

88 https://www.theatlantic.com/china/archive/2013/10/how-humiliation-drove-modern-chinese-history/280878/ 
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cracks, however, started to show. The grain production simply could not keep up, and China’s               

attempts to outdo itself would be disastrous.  
89

 

2.2.3. The Great Leap Forward (1958-1960) 

The Great Leap Forward can be considered as the second Five Year Plan. It was meant to                 

correct the inconsistencies with Soviet industrialization with the Chinese conditions. This is to             

say, while the Soviet model relied on selling large agricultural surpluses for complex machinery,              

but such a model doesn’t work in a country where the agricultural surpluses simply don’t exist                

because of densely packed population centers. The Chinese model aimed to create            

self-sufficient communes that were decentralized from the state, requiring little input for what is              

the problem of food essentially solved.  

This would not work as well as was hoped, starting with the allocation of high-level positions in                 

the commune. Most of these positions were given not to those with expertise, but to those who                 

were the purest in terms of the party. Furthermore, the commune's system called for unreliable               

methods of manufacturing steel. Numerous issues emerged, where productivity was siphoned           

on various endeavors, which couldn’t work that led to the collapse and starvation of many in                

these communes. By 1960, policies had been reversed, but it has been theorized that Mao               

blamed more capitalistic elements for their criticism and for the failure of the program. In around                

two to three years, 45 million were dead of starvation, much greater than the death toll for World                  

War II.  
90

 

2.2.4. The Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) 

After the failure of the Great Leap Forward, and during the apex of the Second Indochina War,                 

Mao Zedong was becoming increasingly frustrated with his losing grasp on power and of what               

he considered revisionist government officials that threatened the true ways the Communist            

Party. Mao called upon the students to embrace the values of the revolution that won them the                 

Chinese Civil War in 1949 and suspended most party officials and government control. Students              

mobilizing into paramilitary units called the Red Guards would not only fight what they believed               

were counter-revolutionaries but even other Red Guard units. This near-anarchy essentially           

closed off China and hid a deeper power struggle between Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping's               

revisionists and Jiang Qiang and her Gang of Four. The only end would occur once Mao died                 

89 https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-china-is-brutally-suppressing-muslims-1537129695 
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and the Gang of Four were convicted for supporting the Cultural Revolution, leading to Deng               

Xiaoping’s rise to power.  91

 

2.2.5. Deng Xiaoping’s Reforms (1978-Present) 

Most young adults suffered due to the chaos caused by the Cultural Revolution, with many               

lacking even a basic education. In trying to rebuild China's economy and even turn into an                

industrial powerhouse, the government began by delineating an ambitious ten-year plan. Initial            

growth was relatively easy to manage, as for the most part a large majority of the Chinese                 

industrial capacity was simply occupied in the Cultural Revolution. Future growth would involve             

embracing the Four Modernizations, agriculture, industry, STEM, and national defense, above           

all else. China had also made the decision to embrace foreign trade after for the most part                 

staying out of it during the 1960s. This was bootstrapped by the creation of special economic                

zones, fourteen cities which could engage more intimately with the international realm. One of              

these cities, Shenzhen, grew from 30,000 to 7.5 million in a quarter of a century!  
92

Domestically, one goal was to reduce the number of people working on farms and in agriculture                

by encouraging the accumulation of land from the previous collective spaces. Furthermore, the             

government raised prices for agricultural good tremendously, leading to many in the rural             

population centers having more than ever before, and finally being able to start their own               

small-scale industry projects or work in the cities. Those who remained in the farmlands had               

more freedom to choose what to plant, and due to some fortunate weather, the harvests in the                 

early 1980s were record-setting.  
93

 

In the urban areas, these reforms were less impressive, mainly due to the complexities of the                

systems in place there. Managers were characteristically timid, and government officials refused            

to give over their power over businesses. Furthermore, the pricing system in the cities was               

incredibly dense. The reforms were meant to increase incentives for productive efficiency and             

make allocative efficiency be pushed by the market, and they did produce changes, if relatively               

minor. Still, the larger goals of these plans were to begin to dismantle the Soviet system’s                

issues as they were imported in the 1950s.  94
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Here is where the more technical aspects of these reforms are explained. The Special              

Economic Zones mentioned earlier were not simply meant to interact with the outside world,              

although they did attract the lion's share of FDI money. These cities provided China’s              

government something valuable: a testing ground to see which economic policies were most             

effective for the rest of China as they slowly reformed the rest of the massive Middle Kingdom.                 

The FDI in the SEZ’s would provide increased production capabilities as foreign technologies             

took hold in China. The majority of corporations in China were still state-owned, so incorporation               

of any new production techniques was relatively fast, which assisted in the massive economic              

growth.  

 

One must also consider the nature of savings that China had in 1979: 32% of their Gross                 

Domestic Product (GDP) as domestic savings. The aforementioned profits from the State            

Owned Enterprises only added to these savings, which were used for internal development at              

first. The economic reforms also took hold in the private sector, with corporate and household               

savings rising to the point that China has the highest savings to GDP ratio of modern                

economies. Not only has this allowed China to invest in its own economy, but has given it the                  

backing to become a major world lender, something vital in its regional influence plans.  95

 

This all combined to cause the Chinese economy to grow massively. From 1979-2016, the real               

GDP growth of China averages to 9.6% (there were two dips in this, one in 1989-1991 because                 

of the Tiananmen Square    

Massacre and the resulting    

sanctions, and one in 2008     

following the global recession),    

which means that realistically the     

Chinese economy doubled in size     

every ten years. Following a $500      

billion stimulus package in the     

wake of the 2008 recession,     

growth from 2008-2010 was at a      

strong 9.7%, but this belied the      

slowing economic growth that would befall China. From 2010’s peak of 10.6% growth to 2016’s               

95 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL33534.pdf and the sources listed in the image 
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low 6.7% growth, it was obvious that China would need to change its expectations or strategy,                

as even the World Economic Output would predict that the economy would grow by only 5.7% in                 

2022.  
96

 97

 

2.3. Current Situation 
The rate of Chinese economic growth is slowing relative to the 2000s. This is not necessarily                

surprising, as the level at which Chinese productivity can grow must at some point taper off as it                  

approaches that of the West. Still, this presents a problem because, without economic growth,              

China could be stuck in a ‘middle-income trap' in which it does not reach a tertiary or quaternary                  

economy, but stays as a developing economy for a long time. Furthermore, if the economy does                

not grow, the status of China as a rising global power is less certain. 

 

This is complicated by the current foreign affairs situation. While the US has given up its                

membership in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a move that gives China much leeway in Asia, the               

US has also opened up a trade war with China over steel and other imports. This could be a                   

challenge for China, as the US economy is still large, developed, and shows no signs of slowing                 

down. Still, hope exists for China: the US focus on isolationism allows China to present itself as                 

a leader in free trade and build a massive free trade network to offset US actions against it. 

 

Finally, one may look at an alternative, if underhanded avenues to make up the difference.               

China and its allies have a massive cyber-network at their disposal, and its uses are multiform.                

Chinese hackers may be able to find new advances in production or science and implement               

them without foreign companies entering the space where domestic competitors could. Beyond            

advances, espionage in the political and military sector will be crucial should any conflicts arise,               

and the ability to use hacking techniques to steal massive sums of money from banks will prove                 

essential in shoring up losses from the trade war or massive sanctions if they should be                

enacted. 

 

2.3.1. Current Chinese Economy: A Stalling Machine 

96 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL33534.pdf 
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With China's rapid economic growth, experts wonder when China's economy will overtake the             

United States'. If one uses US Dollars with nominal exchange rates (with no adjustment to the                

purchasing power or cost of goods), China's GDP is around 62% of the US, and the GDP per                  

capita is around 14.4% of the US. However, this does not account for the purchasing power of                 

the Chinese Renminbi in China. To explain this concept, if one were to transfer twenty US                

Dollars into Chinese Renminbi, the number of goods that could be bought would be worth more                

than twenty US Dollars in raw value. This is called Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) adjusted               

GDP, and when it is calculated the results are very different. The Chinese PPP adjusted GDP is                 

double the nominal measurement which means that China overtook the US in this metric as of                

2014.  

 

China has also become the world’s premier manufacturer as of 2010 (overtaking the US), and in                

2014 manufacturing was responsible for around 30% of China’s GDP. Still, Deloitte (an             

international consulting company) in its 2016 report predicted that China would be overtaken by              

the US in terms of competitiveness by 2020. The US has more effective talent scouting, more                

spending on research & design, more excellent universities, and (in general) has a higher              

capacity of higher level development. 

 

The advantage China has had historically was the cost of labor. During the advent of economic                

liberalization, China’s minimum wage was still low, which led to a large economy that could               

manufacture for low prices. As of 2016, the average wage in China was three times as high as                  

Vietnam’s average wage. The cost of manufacturing something in China compared to the US              

went from being around 50% in 1990 to 75% in 2016.  

 
98

 

This, along with the incentives     

placed by the Chinese    

government in the early days of      

liberalization, led to massive FDI     

and Foreign Invested Enterprises    

(FIE) being opened in China. In      

2005, these FIE accounted for     
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58.3% of Chinese exports. In 2017 the percentage is lower, but still a massive 43.2%. It’s                

important to note that roughly half of these FDI inflows come from Hong Kong/Macau, two               

autonomous areas in China. 

 

These advantages have allowed China to become the second largest FDI outflow nation as of               

2016. This was also the same year in which FDI outflows overtook FDI inflows, marking a shift                 

in the priorities of China’s economy spurred by the BRI and the need to diversify its treasury and                  

investments. One must also consider the fact that this FDI is crucial to securing resources               

outside of Chinese borders, such as oil and other petrochemicals, needed to sustain China’s              

rapid economic growth. Furthermore, Chinese brands, such as the computer company Lenovo,            

must gain recognition and international respect if they are to propel China into a high-income               

age.  
99

 

Many of the policies that have worked up to this point for China will fall into a trap that some                    

developing nations face: the ‘middle-income trap.' The middle-income trap is when developing            

nations liberalize their economies, leading to quick economic growth that begins to stagnate             

between a GDP per capita of $1,006-$12,135. Experts agree, if China cannot change some of               

its old policies, it too will walk into this mire.  

One of China’s potential issues is that of the massive State Owned Enterprises (SOE) which               

hold up to 50% of non-agricultural GDP. While useful when making large-scale economic             

changes, their slowness to adapt to market changes may cause issues in the long-term. 

 

Another pressing concern is debt. The Chinese banking system is a majority of state-owned              

banks that give preferential treatment to SEOs who often do not repay their loans. This means                

that these banks are taking nonperforming loans and cannot ration their funds based on risk               

assessment. While this banking system boosts China’s credit internationally and lets it meet its              

own growth percentage goals, they have also caused combined Chinese debt to 212%, on par               

with the United States and South Korea. This quick increase in debt may spell a financial crisis                 

in the near future, as these levels of debt and credit growth are creating loans that are given to                   

SEOs that are not competitive in the market. These SEOs and their loans may contribute to                

bubbles, cause overcapacity in many industries, and reduce Chinese productivity. China also            
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has strict controls on the influx and foreign outflows of the Renminbi so that their export rates                 

can increase, causing large distortions in the market. 

 

Many economists have argued that China’s economic model is inherently unbalanced and            

characterized by high savings, fixed investment, and low private consumption. From 1990-2014            

China’s gross savings, already some of the highest in the world, have increased while private               

spending has decreased. This tells the reader that the growth in the economy is not getting to                 

the consumers. The aforementioned banking issues contribute to this. The tight controls of             

currency cause most Chinese citizens to place their savings in domestic banks, which are              

controlled by the state and have interest rates lower than the inflation of the currency, causing a                 

net loss over time. The lack of a large social safety net also prevents Chinese citizens from                 

spending their money on consumer goods in the worry of the future. If the SOE's paid dividends                 

and then the government invested these dividends into a safety net Chinese citizens could              

increase consumer spending and reinvest into their economy. 

 

Finally, the demographic changes in China are a large economic challenge. The One Child              

Policy has turned China's large supply of low-cost labor to a rapidly aging population that must                

be supported. By 2030, 360 million people, or 27% of the Chinese population are projected to                

be over 60. The decreasing labor force may cause an increase in wages, which would make                

Chinese firms less competitive. Recently, the One Child Policy has been amended, but the              

demographic shifts have already begun to take effect.  100

 

2.3.2. Trade War with the US: Markets versus Politics 

On February 7th, 2018, the US implemented 30% ‘global safeguard tariffs’ on solar panels              

(except for those by Canada), and 20% tariffs on washing machine imports. Then, on March               

22nd, President Trump signed an order that filed a World Trade Organization (WTO) case              

against China over what they consider discriminatory licensing practices, restrict investment in            

Chinese technology sectors, and impose tariffs on Chinese machinery. The next day, the US              

planned tariffs of 25% and 10% on all steel imports (except Argentina, Brazil, and South Korea)                

and aluminum imports, respectively. Over the next few months, the US and China would trade               

machinery tariffs for agricultural tariffs, respectively. On June 15 and 16, after multiple failed              

attempts at trade talks, both the US and China developed two definitive lists of products to place                 
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25% tariffs on, with the values of both lists equaling $50 billion for each nation. The trade war                  

officially began. 

 

On July 6th, the first list of tariffs, worth roughly $34 billion (List 1), began being collected while                  

the second list (List 2), worth $16 billion, began being reviewed. Four days later, a third list (List                  

3) was announced by the US, with 10% tariffs on products worth $200 billion. A little less than                  

one month later, on August 2nd, the US Trade Representative (USTR) announced that the              

aforementioned 10% tariffs would increase to 25% at the behest of President Trump. The USTR               

would also name 25 Chinese entities in the business of exporting to the US that were                

considered ‘significant risks’ to US national security. The very next day China retaliated with              

tariffs worth the same amount. The US is mainly imposing tariffs on Chinese imported consumer               

products, materials/textiles, chemicals, and machinery. The Chinese government is placing their           

tariffs on mainly agricultural products such as sorghum. 

 

Four days later, on August 7th, both nations would finalize their List 2’s, worth about $16 billion,                 

and schedule them to be enforced on August 23rd. A week later, China would file its own claim                  

against the US in the WTO due to their tariffs on solar panels. On August 23rd, Chinese and US                   

officials met to attempt to de-escalate the situation without success. That same day China filed               

another claim against the US in the WTO, this time over the tariffs in the US List 2. List 2 would                     

target Chinese semiconductors, plastics, and chemicals while China targets US coal, copper            

scrap, and other fuel sources. 

 

On September 7th, the public commenting period for the US’s List 3 had ended, and Trump                

threatened to impose tariffs on $267 billion worth of products, which would encapsulate all of               

China’s exports to the US. Five days later, the US invited China for negotiations before List 3 is                  

enforced. On September 17th, the US finalized List 2 and announced that it would be enforced                

on September 24th. China responded with its List 3 of $60 billion worth in goods that will be                  

tariffed anywhere from 5-10%.  101

 

On September 17th, the US planned to increase the tariffs on List 2 on January 1st from 10% to                   

25% while threatening List 3 being imposed should China retaliate. Government officials in             
102
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the Republican Party of the US seem to agree with this chain of events. On September 19th, in                  

the World Economic Forum conference in Tianjin, two Republican congressmen publicly spoke            

in support of the escalating tariffs, as they believe it is simply"demanding that the stealing and                

cheating stop. Still, the effect of the trade war on the US currency is a steady decrease in its                   
103

value, and investors are looking towards the Scandinavian currencies, the Swiss franc, and the              

pound as good currencies to pair with the dollar. Finally, businesses have been consistently              
104

railing against any US move to escalate the situation further. While many business and              

consumer groups agree that Chinese business practices are predatory or at the very least              

arcane, they believe that tariffs are a counterproductive measure to protect the American             

business and consumer. With the holiday season coming up, even the moratorium on List 2               

won’t stop the impact of prices from being felt by the consumer.  105

 

China’s strategy must be more creative, as by having a trade surplus, it is at a disadvantage in                  

terms of tariff escalation. Some Chinese experts recommend that the government lean more             

heavily on its reserves of Renminbi to increase credit through banks. However, Xi Jinping has               

also stated that his government wants to avoid the 2008 stimulus package where $500 billion               

were lent out in order to keep the economy vigorous, which led to heavy debt. China’s large                 
106

infrastructure projects are not stopping in the face of this trade war, as the People's Bank of                 

China has already created plans to implement. Cabinet-level members of China's economy say             

they plan to wait until the Sino-US relations stabilize, but the governor of the People's Bank of                 

China released a plan of action in a forum held on the 16th of September. In the plan are                   

provisions to allow foreign shareholders to own 51% or more in a Chinese joint venture for the                 

first time, and plans to eliminate equity ceilings in the next three years. Foreign inflows will be                 

crucial to invigorating the economy, but recent attempts to court American investment in Wall              

Street has failed even with the incentives. Due to the moratorium on US List 2 tariff rates, the                  
107

Chinese stock exchange has stayed stable as evidenced by the CSI 300 (a Chinese stock               

exchange index) rising 2% on the 18th of September. This is because stock investors generally               

prefer having knowledge of a bad situation than uncertainty.  108
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In response to the List 2 tariffs being imposed, later on September 18th China unveiled 5-10%                

tariffs on $60 billion worth of goods, even with Trump's threat of retaliation. Top Chinese officials                

were upset by the pressure the US tried placing on China, and it was heavily speculated the                 

invitation for trade negotiations would fall through. On September 19th, the premier of China,              
109

Li Keqiang, pledged that his nation would pursue pro-business policies and light reforms to              

encourage foreign investors. This is vital to maintaining a low-cost economy in the wake of               

ever-increasing tariffs. This pressure even encouraged China to pursue closer relations with            
110

Japan in regards to building infrastructure on the eastern seaboard of Thailand. Not only is this                

a product of the trade war between China and the US, but it is also a product of Trump's                   

increasing the economic distance of the US from Asia. Still, the US has pursued solidarity in                
111

trade with its neighbors in the Americas and Europe, potentially isolating China.   112 113

 

Finally, it is important to remember that China is attempting to become a high-income economy.               

This context makes the recent tariffs on machinery imposed unto China more logical. China’s              

new program ‘Made in China 2025,’ outlines principles and steps to create a localized chain of                

production for high-end technological products. While it is vital for the US to retain an advantage                

in fabricated metals and machinery, the use of tariffs is troubling as China has the resources                

and the markets that US companies need. Should China be successful in ‘Made in China 2025,’                

they will surely be able to compete with developed economies for years to come.  114

 

2.3.3. Cyberwarfare: China’s Surprising Advantage 

China is the world's second largest spender on its military, but make no mistake, China is far                 

below the United States in raw military capability. The US's main advantage lies in its advanced                

technology powering its gear. In response, the People's Liberation Army of China (PLA) has              

developed what they call "Integrated Network Electronic Warfare," or cyberwarfare to combat            

and neutralize network-based threats or to block out enemy information networks. Furthermore,            

the PLA wants to develop a technological advantage to provide an advanced information             

network for warfare on any setting, be it land, sea, space, or electromagnetic field. This               

109 https://www.ft.com/content/a12104b6-bb14-11e8-94b2-17176fbf93f5 
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exemplifies a shift away from the massive army tactics of Maoist China to a truly modern                

military.  115

 

At the core of this cyber-strategy is the hackers themselves. Contrary to what may be believed,                

most Chinese hackers are not government controlled, but rather loose gangs of patriotic young              

men in technical schools. These young men become idols in the Chinese hacker scene, and               

some even publish books about their endeavors. China refuses to acknowledge these hackers             

as long as they do not target Chinese companies or systems, wielding them as one would a                 

loose cannon. In early March 2010, Internet security firm Damballa claimed that an attack that               

targeted information networks such as Google, known as Operation Aurora, was not caused by              

professional hackers affiliated with the Chinese government, but rather amateurs with crude            

code. Hundreds of Chinese hacking sites litter the web with nationalistic vigilantes targeting             

anything from the Dalai Lama's website to one criticizing China's bolstering of UN Peacekeepers              

in Darfur, South Sudan. This is precisely what makes targeting the Chinese hackers so difficult:               

they aren’t associated with the government.  116

 

This isn’t to say that China does not have its own PLA-integrated team of hackers. In May of                  

2011, the PLA announced the creation of a cybersecurity squad described as an "online blue               

army." At this point, many nations had already accused China of hacking incidents and viewed               

the cybersecurity squad as an official avenue for more of these issues. China stressed that the                

cybersecurity squad was meant for defensive purposes, as they claim the US National Security              

Agency extracted information from Chinese networks. As an aside, some speculate the purpose             

of this squad is to maintain China’s strict online web censors. It is also to be noted that this                   

squad was likely reassigned in late 2015 to the newly formed umbrella Strategic Support Force.              

 Regardless, Chinese interest in online networks has been consistent as of the early 2010s.  117 118

  

Chinese hackers have proven their capability over the years, such as in April of 2015 when they                 

hacked into the US Office of Personnel Management, breaching the personal information of up              

115 
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to 4 million federal workers. China’s hacker legions are useful for more than just information               
119

gathering. In March of 2018, US firms involved in the South China Sea dispute were targeted for                 

hackings that stole precise measurements from instruments in the sea, such as radar ranges.              
120

Furthermore, these hackings have extended to companies, as seen in April of 2018, when              

security firm FireEye reported numerous hackings into biomedicine, machinery, artificial          

intelligence, robotics, and other high-tech fields. More than likely, the hackings sought to steal              

intellectual secrets to help Chinese leaders reach the ‘Made in China 2025' goals. These              

hackings were condemned by the US and may have contributed to the trade war detailed               

above.  121

 

North Korea, one of China’s allies, has presented an alternate use of hacking: to simply steal                

money. Due to its training facilities in China and its highly selective schooling to find capable                

hackers, North Korea’s hacking force has been able to rob $81 million from banks in               

Bangladesh, take cryptocurrency stashes, and even invent the WannaCry ransomware. It is            

likely that these attacks were to gain funds to offset economic sanctions over North Korea’s               

nuclear program. Something to keep in mind is that many of the North Korean training facilities                

are in China or other nations which allows North Koreans to live in their borders. The Cabinet                 
122

might find an excellent use for outright taking currencies should the going get rough. 

 

2.4. Bloc Positions 
2.4.1. Factions in the CCP 

Chinese politics are a bit obscured, as from the outside it seems like a monolithic, one-party                

state. On the surface, this is correct: China has only one party. However, this party is not                 

unanimous in its decisions, and two major factions have risen in modern history: the princelings               

and the tuanpai. 

 

The princelings, of which Xi is a member of, are the children of old revolutionaries, known as                 

‘second generation reds’ by some. These princelings are generally from the rich cities of China,               

and their policies reflect this upbringing by putting the focus on Chinese entrepreneurs,             

119 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/chinese-hackers-breach-federal-governments-personnel-office/2015/06/04/889c0e52-0af7-11
e5-95fd-d580f1c5d44e_story.html?utm_term=.6104e7448b44 
120 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-16/china-hackers-hit-u-s-firms-linked-to-sea-dispute-fireeye-says 
121 https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article212666139.html 
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sometimes at the expense of rural farmers and migrant workers. Currently, the princelings are              

quite focused on state control of the economy, as opposed to their namesake. This is because                

the princelings may own SOE’s that would fail if exposed to the free market. 

 

The tuanpai is the second Chinese faction. This faction often came from those who gained               

political experience in the less developed inner regions of China, and champion the causes of               

urban poor, farmers, and migrant workers. Li Keqiang, the Premier of China, is an extremely               

important tuanpai figure.  123

 

Members who were brought to power before Xi Jinping should be wary of his anti-corruption               

investigations, as they could target anyone. Those who rose to power in the 2012 or 2017 Party                 

Congress meetings should stick closely with Xi, as without him many positions would be filled by                

those in with the cliques. Finally, members should consider if they are involved with any               

company in BRI. This could massively change their decision-making process.  124

 

2.4.2. North Korea 

In the wake of the April 2018 summit on the Korean Peninsula, North Korea promised               

denuclearization on the peninsula. To create the environment for denuclearization, China would            

need to provide the proper economic incentives. It’s important to remember that before that              

summit the US placed heavy economic sanctions on North Korea while China restricted oil              

supplies and banned North Korean imports. As Trump, President Moon of South Korea, and              

Kim Jong Un lead the talks in North Korea, China will feel marginalized. In the current                

environment of the trade war, an alternative way to fight the United States is simply to lift the                  

restrictions it had put in place, undermining the US hope for a resolution in North Korea.  125

 

2.4.3. Russia 

Compared to the relationship between the PRC and the USSR, the current Sino-Russian             

relations are historically high. This is amplified by both powers ambitions to create a multipolar               

world order in which each commands regional influence. China's outbound trade and FDI to              

Russia have increased dramatically, and as cooperation increases in the Arctic Circle, one can              

only expect those statistics to increase. Even though the Sino-Russian relationship seems            

123 https://www.brookings.edu/articles/the-powerful-factions-among-chinas-rulers/ 
124 https://www.scmp.com/week-asia/opinion/article/1999155/why-xi-jinping-has-no-need-factions-communist-party 
125 https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2143780/north-korea-still-looking-china-economic-and-political 
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extremely close, there is still some tension in regards to certain regions such as the Indian                

Ocean, in which Russia is attempting to stop total Chinese hegemony. This may dampen the               

possibility of a formal alliance, but if both parties can negotiate boundaries on their spheres of                

influence, a formalized Sino-Russian alliance would safeguard both nations from most threats            

the US could lobby at them.  126

 

2.4.4. The US and its Allies 

Sino-American relations are plagued with mistrust that has directly led to the current trade war               

situation. Due to the sheer prevalence of Chinese hackers stealing intellectual property and the              

arcane rules and favoritism in Chinese investment, many US companies feel as if China has               

been cheating in the economic game, so to speak. It’s this mistrust that began the calls for                 

tariffs that have escalated into WTO complaints and a full-on trade war, and likely caused the                

hacking of many US companies in the South China Sea and in high-tech industries.  

 

Both nations believe they can win a trade war and curb the others’ influence. For the US, they                  

believe that beating China in a trade war will not only liberalize the economy but perhaps create                 

uncertainty in the ability of China to fund its ambitious Belt and Road Initiative programs. To                

stop this would be to force China to squander much of its existing investments and work in                 

creating a Silk Road of soft power. China’s goals are to continue its current economic practices                

and more importantly, to prove that China’s economy is relatively more powerful than that of the                

US. Still, the US can pressure China with more than just tariffs, as seen in the Indian Ocean.  127

 

2.4.5. BRI Recipients and Hopefuls 

With massive amounts of money being given to nations with no pesky political requirements,              

almost any developing nations want to be given a BRI project. Even in the face of massive                 

tariffs, China is staying firm to its current BRI commitments, although new reports suggest that is                

not the same for new projects. Newer projects, in an effort to decrease debt, must make sure                 

their projects are more economically viable. Regardless, nations who are in a BRI deal are most                

likely already friends of China, or well on their way to becoming one. The conditions for joining                 

this group of nations is quite simple: be ready to concede something if the debt cannot be paid,                  

and do not recognize the Republic of China. Even though some nations have already fallen into                

126 https://carnegietsinghua.org/2018/03/19/prospects-for-next-era-of-china-russia-u.s.-relations-event-6835 
127 https://www.ft.com/content/e2b69d2a-bb26-11e8-94b2-17176fbf93f5 
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debt spirals, China’s debt forgiveness and the political benefit of keystone projects drives             

governments ever towards the global Silk Road.  128

 

2.5. Discussion Questions 
When researching for your member of the cabinet, you should attempt to answer the following               

questions. These will guide you from the immense amount of knowledge you may think you               

need to the more manageable amount of knowledge that you actually need. 

 

1. Who is your member of the Cabinet? What faction or lack thereof is he or she in? Do                  

they have any connections to companies or regional history that may influence them? This will               

be the basis of how you respond to most situations. 

2. What problems in the Chinese economy are you prioritizing? Cyberwarfare? Increasing           

reforms? It's helpful to have a concise plan of what you want to do before you enter the                  

conference. This should be primed by question 1. 

3. How are you going to solve these problems? What policies are both realistic and              

effective? 

a. For instance, how do you pass economic reforms when so many people in the Cabinet               

are tied with SEOs? 

4. What external goals do you want that may or may not align with the committee? How are                 

you going to get there? 

 

2.6. Resources 
The BBC’s China News Section 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world/asia/china 

 

The South China Morning Post, China Section (Hong Kong based newspaper) 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china 

 

The South China Morning Post, China-US Trade War Section         

https://www.scmp.com/topics/us-china-trade-war 

 

128 https://www.gfmag.com/magazine/june-2018/deepening-chinas-ties-world 
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Council on Foreign Relations China Section 

https://www.cfr.org/asia/china 

 

Xinhua English (Chinese State-Run News Agency) 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/ 

 

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs website 

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/ 

 

Financial Times US-China Trade Dispute (Requires subscription) 

https://www.ft.com/us-china-trade-dispute 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Topic 3 - Domestic Affairs 

3.1. Introduction 

Only a few miles from the Forbidden City in Beijing lie the ruins of the Old Summer Palace. It 

was heralded as one of the most beautiful locations in China before being razed by an invading 

coalition of British and French troops. Its destruction occurred near the end of the Opium Wars 
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(fought between 1839-1842 and 1856-1860) and marked a titanic shift in China's attitudes 

towards the West and its own internal development. After centuries of viewing itself as the 

center of the world, China had been devastated by, in their view, a much smaller and inferior 

power. In the decades following, defeat would continue to follow defeat, as a vast array of 

outside empires shattered China in what is now known as its "Century of Humiliation." The 

explanation for these events was clear and etched into the worldview of every citizen and 

member of the Politburo: China had fallen behind technologically and economically.  

 

The rhetoric behind this founding myth is powerful and underpins the worldview of modern 

Chinese leaders. In 1978, Deng Xiaoping's reforms began the process of opening up the 

country, spurring decades of continuous economic growth and starting the country on its path to 

retake its rightful place atop the global pecking order. Consequentially, the Chinese leadership 

sees sustained economic growth as instrumental to maintaining control over the country, acting 

in the same vein as the Mandate of Heaven from Imperial times. Now, as the economic engine 

begins to run out of steam, General Secretary Xi Jinping is proactively taking steps to increase 

the power of his regime, in an attempt to maintain control in what are anticipated to be more 

tumultuous times ahead. 

 
 

3.2. Growing Authoritarianism 

Following a series of political purges under the moniker of an anti-corruption campaign, Xi has 

consolidated his power to an extent not seen since Mao's reign. Breaking with tradition, in 2017 

he did not name a successor at the end of his first term, and a year later he successfully 

oversaw the abolition of the two-term limit put into place by Deng Xiaoping. While there are 

some preliminary signs of opposition to Xi’s rule, by and large, curbing corruption is a popular 

agenda within China, and he is likely to continue disciplining party officials, adding them to an 

already sizable total of 1.34 million officials already disciplined. While objections to these 

changes haven't been insignificant, they are difficult to gauge as the Party's censorship 

campaign ensures the true extent of the reaction remains opaque and subdued. With a 

strengthened center in the party, Xi has been able to further expand government control over 

the citizenry.  
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 As Beijing seeks to expand China's influence over Eurasia, its ambitious Belt and Road 

initiative has led to a spur of development across Central Asia and Western China. However, as 

ever more resources are poured into the projects, China's stake in the region's stability is 

expanding. Centrally located in Beijing's Silk Road plans, Muslim majority Xinjiang province has 

seen major crackdowns against alleged militancy, with over a million native Uighurs detained in 

internment camps, and another two million forcibly sent to "re-education programmes." With the 

Belt and Road Initiative seen as essential to continuing China’s still enviable economic growth 

rates, Beijing cannot afford to see the region fall into conflict, going as far as to claim that their 

crackdown has prevented the province from becoming “China’s Syria." Beyond physical 

detainments, the domestic surveillance apparatus has ballooned in size in Xinjiang, as random 

searches of the population grow ever more common.  

 

 In Hong Kong, similar trends run abound. In 2014, after years of quiet obedience to Beijing, the 

diminishing freedoms of the territory spurred citizens to demonstrate in the streets for 79 days, 

an event known as the Umbrella Protests. Though the Umbrella Protests garnered international 

recognition, they failed to produce any meaningful changes in Hong Kong policy, in large part 

due to the resulting crackdown from Beijing. In the years following, critics and local leaders 

suffered detention on the grounds of fomenting unrest. One particular case involved five 

"Causeway Bay" booksellers who disappeared under mysterious circumstances, and raised 

international concerns over freedom of speech in Hong Kong. Simultaneously, city elections and 

ordinances are increasingly being superseded by orders from the mainland, as the last vestiges 

of autonomy erode away. The Hong Kong issue is of paramount importance for the optics of the 

regime. Hong Kong was initially seized by the British following the first Opium War, and the 

successful incorporation back into China is yet another way the Party wishes to reverse the 

wrongs of the past. Beijing will have to tread carefully however; should they be too 

heavy-handed in their actions, they risk a renewed protest movement. 

 
 

3.3. Economic Concerns 

The Chinese economy’s pace of growth has been slowing for several years now, especially              

following the Great Recession. With the legitimacy of the regime in part resting on its ability to                 

raise the prosperity of Chinese citizens and catch up to Western living standards, slowing              
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economic growth is in many ways an existential threat for the Party. For that reason, proper                

handling of the escalating trade war with the United States is of paramount importance to every                

government official. In a notable break from Xi, several high ranking Chinese Party Leaders are               

rumored to have expressed criticism over his policies, believing that by treading a more              

nationalistic and aggressive path for China, he has hardened US resistance to the country's              

rise. So far, the effects of the trade war are expected to depress China's 2018 economic growth                 

by 0.2%, a deceptively small figure which in reality represents 60 billion dollars of lost value.                

With a host of mounting problems plaguing China's economy, any lost progress hurts the              

regime's chances of attaining high-income status.  

 

Paradoxically, Beijing's efforts to increase living standards for its citizens are beginning to             

depress the economy further. Rising wages are increasingly driving businesses to outsource out             

of China to lower cost manufacturers such as India, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, and Mexico. When               

companies don't outsource, they choose to automate their production lines which can sharply             

increase unemployment. In 2016 China became the largest operator of industrial robots, and by              

2020 is expected to have over 950 thousand in operation. For the most part, these trends are a                  

natural sign of a growing maturity in China's economy. However, as Beijing attempts to navigate               

the coming slowdown, they increasingly brush against US interests. Xi's Made In China 2025              

initiative encourages more high tech manufacturing growth, in the process cutting directly into             

US markets and business interests, spurring the hostility which helped bring President Trump             

into office.  

 

In the longer term, China's economic prospects are dire. Due to low fertility rates and a                

restrictive immigration system, the population of the nation is projected to peak in 2030, and               

then shrink through the rest of the century. These demographic changes are already visible, as               

the median age of the population will rise past 38 this year, up from 29 in the year 2000. As the                     

population continues to age and shrink, progressively fewer workers will be responsible for             

paying the expensive health care costs of an increasing elderly citizenry. Neighboring Japan             

serves as an ominous example of how shrinking demographics can depress an economy, as it               

copes with two decades of stalled growth. Beijing's increasing reliance on robotics has the              

potential to alleviate some of these effects, but it remains an unpopular solution at home and                

abroad. Managing slower growth and rising dissent will become an increasing challenge for Xi              

as he attempts to advance China's status and maintain control over his regime. 
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